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Two rapid oscillations in the magnetoresistance in the field-induced spin-density-wave state
of „TMTSF …2ClO4
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We report a systematic study of longitudinal and transverse magnetoresistance in the quasi-one-dimensional
organic conductor (TMTSF)2ClO4. We found two distinctly different quantum~rapid! oscillations~RO’s! at
different temperature regions in the field-induced spin-density-wave~FISDW! phase. For temperature sweeps
in a fixed field, a resistance peak is observed atT* which depends on the field. Surprisingly, the type of RO
is correlated withT* (H). The difference between two oscillations leads us to establish subphases in the main
FISDW phase of (TMTSF)2ClO4. We also found the low-field boundary of McKernan’s 3.5 K phase from a
sudden increase of resistance. Our results conclude that the separate SDW transition on each pair of the Fermi
surfaces is possibly responsible for subphases in the FISDW phase.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The (TMTSF)2X family of quasi-one-dimensional~Q1D!
conductors exhibit many interesting phenomena such as
perconductivity, anion ordering~AO!, spin-density wave
~SDW!, a cascade of field-induced SDW~FISDW!, quan-
tized Hall effect, angular oscillations in magnetoresistan
and in magnetization, and rapid oscillations~RO’s!.1 Most of
these phenomena result from the highly anisotropic Fe
surface~FS! which consists of only open sheets. The lo
dimensionality allows a rich phase diagram as pressure, m
netic field, temperature, and anion ordering change.

At low temperature, the magnetic field along thec* , the
least conducting direction, leads to a cascade of FISDW t
sitions, which are characterized by the quantized Hall p
teaus. The cascade of FISDW transitions are understoo
terms of the field-dependent nesting wave vector (Qx52kF
1nebH/hc), which adjusts itself to maintain the Fermi lev
in the largest energy gap, wheren is the quantum Hall
index.2 For the ClO4, there is an extremely stable quantu
Hall-semimetallic phase which persists from 8 to 28 T at
K. The high-field state~HFS! above 28 T had been known a
the reentrant metallic phase. However, recent extensive s
ies of transport and magnetization indicated that the HF
not a reentrant metallic state. A phase diagram was propo
with an additional SDW phase above 28 T.3

A type of quantum oscillations or RO’s, reminiscent
Shubnikov–de Haas~SdH! oscillations, has been seen in th
magnetoresistance for most of the TMTSF compounds.
RO having a periodicity in the inverse field has a uniq
temperature dependence. The amplitude has a maximu
;3 K and vanishes at low temperatures.4–13 The oscillation
periods are 200–300 T. The oscillations have been obse
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~17!/11649~7!/$15.00
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both in the SDW and in the metallic~M! phases for the ClO4
salt, but detected only in the SDW phase for PF6 and AsF6
salts. Nonetheless, corresponding oscillations in the mag
tization @the de Haas–van Alphen effect~dHvA!# have been
detected only in the ClO4 salt and only in the FISDW phase
Since the zero-field FS is open, their origin must differ fro
that of the standard quantum oscillations of two-dimensio
metals. Recently, a number of theories have been propo
for the RO, but none of them has been entirely consist
with all the experimental results.14–18

In order to explain the difference between PF6 and ClO4
salts, attention has been paid to the anion ordering trans
in ClO4. In the slowly cooled ClO4 salt, anion ordering~AO!
takes place at;24 K, and causes a superlattice potent
with a wave vectorQ5(0,p/b,0). Thepotential opens a gap
on the original FS and two pairs of open Fermi sheets
formed as sketched in Fig. 1~a!. Since the open sheets of F
at the same side are very close to each other, the Stark q
tum interference can easily happen at zone boundarieskb
56p/2b) between the two sheets where electrons proc
along the same direction as shown in Fig. 1~b!. The oscilla-
tions observed in the resistance are attributed to the S
quantum interference oscillation characterized by a sim
sinusoidal waveform with the periodicity\cA/H whereA is
the k-space area of the loop.19 This explains why the RO in
the resistance exists in theM phase of the ClO4.7,12 The
interference effect is not expected for the PF6 salt without
anion ordering, which is consistent with experimental resu

On the other hand, Brookset al.20 proposed that the RO in
the HFS above 28 T results from the magnetic breakdo
~MB! of the reconstructed, nested FS topology. The temp
ture and field dependence of the RO is explained with
competation between MB and Bragg reflection~BR! prob-
11 649 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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abilities, along with Lifshitz-Kosevich reduction factors. A
cording to the authors, the FS sheets in the HFS are expe
to be perfectly nested with each other. In this sense,
electronic state in the HFS for the ClO4 salt may be similar
to that in the SDW phase for the PF6 salt.

Although extensive studies have been made to unders
the mechanism of the RO for the TMTSF system so far,
mechanism of the RO in the main FISDW phase betwee
and 28 T for the ClO4 salt is still in question. In order to
understand it in relation to the FISDW phase, we system
cally investigate temperature and field dependences of
longitudinal (Hic* I ic* ) and transverse (Hic* ,I ia) magne-
toresistances between 8 and 20 T in the temperature ran
0.05 to 20 K. We report discoveries such as two differ
types of RO’s, anomalous temperature and field depende
of their amplitudes, and the correlation between resistan
and the RO’s. We discuss the two distinct RO’s in the m
FISDW phase in relation to the separate SDW transiti
between two pairs of FS due to the AO. Our results concl
that new subphases may exist inside the main FISDW ph
of the ClO4 salt.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the FS in (TMTSF)2ClO4 in the
presence of the AO.QA and QB correspond to the SDW nestin
vectors for the FSA and FSB , respectively.~b! The Stark interfer-
ence oscillation between two parallel electron motions in theM
phase.~c! The SDW nested FSA with magnetic breakdown~MB!
and Bragg reflection~BR! and the metallic~M! FSB can lead to
either the SdH oscillation in the closed orbit by the path 2 or
Stark oscillation by the path 1 atT* ,T,5.5 K. ~d! At T,T* , the
reconstructed FS can lead to the SdH oscillation after the sec
SDW transition occurs on the FSB .
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II. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments reported here were carried out at
Korea Basic Science Institute in Taejon, Korea. Single cr
tals of the ClO4 salt were synthesized electrochemically. T
typical size of the crystals is;330.630.1 mm3. Three
samples were studied in a 10 mK dilution refrigerator with
20 T superconducting magnet. The samples were alig
with the c* axis along the magnetic field. The voltage a
the current were applied either along the highly conductina
axis or along the least conductingc* axis for the sample. We
denote that theRxx (Rzz) is the voltage along thea(c* ) axis
divided by the current along thea(c* ) axis. The applied
current was typically a 100mA. Six gold wires (f
515 mm) were attached to the sample using silver paste

For the experiments, the samples were cooled m
slowly than 6 mK/min through the AO transition~from 34 to
16 K! to achieve a very well relaxed state. Temperature w
monitored and controlled using a RuO2 thermometer and a
cernox sensor mounted within 5 mm from the samples.

III. RESULTS

A. Two types of rapid oscillations

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show a magnetic-field dependenc
of the Rzz and theRxx at constant temperatures. The Sd
like oscillations are clearly seen at all low temperatures,
perposed on the background with the FISDW transitions
both magnetoresistances. The transition field of the m
FISDW phase, increases with increasing temperature
shown in both of theRzz and Rxx , in agreement with the
previous reports.

For low temperatures below 0.5 K, a sharp peak devel
between 6 and 8 T in theRxx but much less in theRzz. It
shifts toward higher field and becomes broader as temp
ture increases, and then disappears completely above 1
Interestingly, this anomalous peak of theRxx corresponds to
the negative Hall resistance state as shown in the inse
Fig. 2~a!. The peak feature in theRxx for the negative Hall
state was also observed in PF6 ~Refs. 3,22! and ClO4. For the
present, the fact that the longitudinal magnetoresista
(Rxx) is much larger when the system is in the negat
quantized Hall state is not understood.

As shown in Fig. 2, field dependences of theRzz and the
Rxx vary with temperature even in the same main FISD
phase. We note that the background resistance grows
increasing temperature until;1.5 K for theRzz (;2.0 K for
the Rxx) then decreases above this temperature. This
indicates that the resistance would have a maximum aro
these temperatures in the temperature sweep. In fact, we
served a peak in temperature dependence of theRzz and the
Rxx as shown in Fig. 5.

In theRzz, oscillations appear as the sample enters in
FISDW phase and its amplitude grows gradually as the m
netic field increases. The amplitude seems to grow with
creasing temperature until 1.0 K. At 1.2 K, however, t
oscillation is suddenly corrupted. Then, in temperatu
higher than 1.5 K, new oscillations emerge. As the tempe
ture increases further beyond 5.5 K, the system enters in
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PRB 61 11 651TWO RAPID OSCILLATIONS IN THE . . .
M phase and the oscillations are not observable anymor
the Rxx , the oscillation features below 1.5 K are also diffe
ent from those above 2.0 K. By the way, the RO is obse
able even in theM phase above 5.5 K unlikely in theRzz.

To see the RO more clearly, we plotted the Rz
[dRzz/R0z5(Rzz2R0z)/R0z and ROx[dRxx /R0x5(Rxx
2R0x)/R0x at various temperatures in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!.
Here, theR0z(0x) denotes the nonoscillatory background r
sistance of theRzz(xx) . As shown in the figures, the RO’s ar
periodic in the inverse field with the fundamental frequen
F of 260 T. The second harmonic with the frequency 2F
observed in addition to the fundamental oscillation in bo
resistances.

In the main FISDW phase, the RO exhibits some intere
ing features. At temperatures higher than 1.5 K for the Rz
~3.0 K for the ROx), the oscillations haveminima for 260/H
5 15, 16, 17 . . . .However, the oscillations below 1.0 K
havemaxima~not minima! at the same field. We found tha
the various wave shapes in Fig. 3 can be easily simulate
combinations of the primary and the second harmonics.
low 1.2 K, we suppose that the wave has the form

YB~H !5C cos~260/H !1D cos~23260/H !, ~3.1!

FIG. 2. Magnetoresistance and quantum oscillation behavio
(TMTSF)2ClO4 in field sweeps at various temperatures~a! Resis-
tance along thec* axis, Rzz. Inset: Comparison of the Hall resis
tance,Rxx andRzz at 0.1 K. ~b! Resistance along thea axis,Rxx .
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whereC and D represent field- and temperature-depend
amplitudes of the primary and the second harmonics, res
tively. On the other hand, above 1.5 K, the oscillation wa
form becomes

YA~H !5C8 cos~260/H1p!1D8 cos~23260/H1p! ,
~3.2!

whose phase is different byp from YB(H). With an ad-
equate combination of arbitraryC and D (C8 and D8), we
are able to obtain all the waveforms of Fig. 3.

The ROz at 1.2 K results from the coexistence of the tw
oscillations reflecting the phase change of RO’s across
temperature. In addition, the peaks of the oscillations ab
1.5 K are narrower, while the oscillations are more harmo
below 1.2 K. These show that the shape, amplitude,
phase of the oscillations change completely as the temp
ture crosses 1.2 K. From the above facts, we conclude
the two distinct RO’s in the resistance are present at differ
temperature regions in the FISDW phase above 8 T. Her
ter, we denote the RO which are evident at higher and lo
temperatures as ‘‘ROA’’ and ‘‘ROB , ’’ respectively. Since
the shape, amplitude, and phase between the two RO’s
distinct, their mechanisms would be different. Comparing
ROx with the ROz , the crossover between two RO’s tak
place broadly and at higher temperature in the ROx than in
the ROz as shown in Fig. 3~b!. It is also interesting that the
type of RO changes even inside of the same FISDW ph
However, the phase and frequency of RO in theRxx remain
the same through the transition to theM phase@see Fig.3~b!#.

of

FIG. 3. ~a! ROz[dRzz/R0z5(Rzz2R0z)/R0z and ~b! ROx

[dRxx /R0x5(Rxx2R0x)/R0x curves at various temperatures.
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B. The amplitude of the rapid oscillations

Temperature dependences of Fourier transformed~FT!
amplitudes of ROz and ROx are plotted in Figs. 4~a! and
4~b!. The solid and open symbols indicate the fundament
and the second harmonics, respectively. The RO’s in th
FISDW phase below 5.5 K consist of the fundamental an
the second harmonics. Above 5.5 K, the ROz disappears and
the ROx consists of only the fundamental one. The amplitud
of the fundamental harmonic of the ROx changes discontinu-
osly at 5.5 K, where the transition to theM phase takes place.
The FT amplitude in theM phase is smaller than that in the
FISDW phase and decreases with increasing temperature
shown in Fig. 4~b!. The absence of the ROz and of the sec-
ond harmonic of the ROx confirm that the RO in theM phase
is due to the Stark quantum interference effect. Howeve
unlike the typical Stark oscillations,19 the oscillations in our
data are strongly temperature dependent. The temperat
dependence of the amplitude can be explained if we assu
that the scattering timet in the Stark effect is equal to that
deduced from the resistance (r5m/ne2t) which increases
with increasing temperature.

The amplitudes of the fundamental and the second ha
monics show two anomalous peaks at;1.0 K and;3.0 K
in the ROz (;1.2 and;3.4 K in the ROx), respectively.
Above 1.5 K, the observed oscillations are mainly due t
ROA , and below 1.2 K are due to ROB . The amplitude mini-
mum at;1.5 K in the ROz (;2.0 K in the ROx) indicates

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the FT amplitude of~a! ROz

~b! ROx . Open and solid symbols correspond to the amplitudes
the primary and the second harmonics, respectively. Dotted lin
indicate phase separations of the ROA , ROB , andM phases.
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the boundary between ROB and ROA . The amplitude of the
ROA above;1.2 K in the ROz (;2.1 K in the ROx) has a
maximum at;3 K. The amplitude of ROB below ;1.2 K
also has a maximum at;1.0 K. This is in contradiction to
Uji et al.’s report,12 where there was no evidence of tw
distinct RO’s in thea-axis resistance and the amplitude
the RO had a maximum at;2 K.

In magnetization measurement, McKernanet al.3 pointed
out that the phase of the RO at 2 K is reversed from that a
4.5 K. Later, Ujiet al.21 found two distinctly different RO’s
~RO I and RO II! in ClO4 salt in the magnetization above 2
T and below 6 K. Both exhibit the same frequency but d
ferent phase byp. According to their report, the RO I is
dominant above the 3.5 K and its amplitude has a maxim
at ;4 K. The RO II at low temperatures below;3 K in-
creases monotonically with decreasing temperature. The
cillation ‘‘RO I’’ ~‘‘RO II’’ ! might correspond to ROA
(ROB) in our results. However, in our resistance measu
ments, the two types of RO’s existin the fields lower than 20
T and both of them have maxima at;1.0 K and at;3 K in
the ROz . The fact that both ROA and ROB have maxima is
not analogous with the RO’s in the magnetization. The d
crepancy between the two measurements comes from the
that the lowest temperature in the magnetization meas
ment~See Figs. 2 and 3 in Ref. 21! is 0.9 K, which turns out
to be the ROB maximum in our data. In addition, our obse
vation of two RO’s in far lower fields than in the magne
zation may be due to better quality and well relaxed samp

C. Temperature dependence of the resistance

Figures 5~a! and 5~b! present the temperature dependen
of the Rxx andRzz in constant fields. Both have a maximu
at T* . Above T* , the resistances monotonously increa
with decreasing temperature because the FISDW gap o
and progressively eliminates free carriers. BelowT* , theRxx
can decrease with decreasing temperature since the ele
system is in the quantum Hall regime.

The peak temperatureT* shows an unusual field depen
dence as denoted by dotted curves. TheT* increases until 12
T then decreases with further increasing fields. The high
T* is ;1.5 K at 12 T. Suprisingly, this temperature is
accord with the boundary between two RO’s. We found t
the ROB exists belowT* in which the resistance is some
what metallic, while the ROA is observable aboveT* where
the resistance is semiconducting or insulating. We notice
the type of RO, the behavior of the oscillations, temperatu
and field dependences of the magnetoresistances bet
two regions separated by theT* (H) are completely differ-
ent. The above fact implies that there would be new s
phases whose boundary isT* (H) in the main FISDW phase
above 8 T.

In McKernan’s phase diagram, a peculiar FISDW pha
boundary is present at 3.5 K from;20 to ;25 T and goes
down about 27 T, but it does not close up at a lower fie
than 20 T. Related to the HFS boundary at 3.5 K, we fou
evidence of the same transition for the lower field side a
could complete the boundary of this phase. As shown in F
6~a!, the resistance slope at 18 and 20 T changes at;3.3 K,
indicating the same HFS transition. On the other hand,
notice a sudden increase of theRzz(H) at ;17.5 T below 1.0

f
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PRB 61 11 653TWO RAPID OSCILLATIONS IN THE . . .
K as shown in Fig. 6~b!. We draw dotted lines to follow the
tendency of the oscillation amplitude and see a clear de
tion from the general behavior of the resistance at;17.5 T.
We suggest that the sudden changes in theRzz(H) are related
to the 3.5 K transition for the lower field side. The possibil
of such a transition has been confirmed recently in a st
extended to higher fields.23,24

IV. DISCUSSION

A. The origin of two rapid oscillations

Since the RO’s in the FISDW phase have different pro
erties in many aspects, the origin of the RO is not as sim
as that in theM phase. Although there are several rece
explanations for the RO in the FISDW, none of them a
satisfactory. Recently, Brookset al.20 suggested that the
combination effects of the reconstructed and nested FS,
and BR result in closed orbits which causes the conventio
SdH or dHvA effects in the HFS above 28 T and below 5
K. The temperature and field dependence in this regio
explained by the Lifshitz-Kosevich formula with reasonab
parameter. Ujiet al. also ascribed their RO II to dHvA os
cillations in the FS reconstructed by the SDW and the A
McKernanet al. suggested that SDW nesting between t
FS takes place separately with weak coupling between

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of~a! Rzz and~b! Rxx in vari-
ous fields. Dotted curve indicates the resistance peak tempera
T* which depends on the magnetic field. The ROB is existent below
T* and the ROA exists aboveT* .
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order parameters, in order to explain their 3.5 K pha
boundary above 20 T. However, they conflict with the RO
the FISDW phase below 20 T since these two models
plain only the HFS.

The two distinct RO’s, the change of the slope in t
Rxx(T) and in theRzz(T) curves, and different field and
temperature dependences between low- and h
temperature regions indicate that there are possibly new
phases whose boundary is theT* (H) inside of the main
FISDW phase. For the origin of the subphases, we cons
separate SDW transitions on each pair of Fermi surfaces
the system is cooled through 5.5 K in fields between 8 a
20 T, the nesting of SDW with wave vectorQA(QAx5Qx
1D/\vF) takes place independently in the one pair (FSA) at
5.5 K and in the other pair (FSB) with wave vector
QB(QBx5Qx2D/\vF) at T* as shown in Fig. 1~a!.

The M phase with the AO, and the SDW phase coex
between 5.5 K andT* , corresponding to the situation of Fig
1~c!. Then, the SDW nested FSA and metallic FSB coexist

re,

FIG. 6. ~a! TheRzz exhibits the change of the resistance slope
18 and 20 T, indicating McKernan’s 3.5 K phase boundary.~b! The
backgroundRzz increases suddenly at;17.5 T below 1 K. We
marked dotted curves for the trace of the oscillation amplitudes
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11 654 PRB 61OK-HEE CHUNG, W. KANG, D. L. KIM, AND C. H. CHOI
and small electron and hole pockets are formed only on
FSA @the right FS of Fig. 1~c!#, while the other sheet o
FS (FSB) remains metallic. As the MB across the SDW ga
becomes possible upon increasing the field, the electron
the FSA proceed either along the same direction, path 1
along the opposite direction, path 2. Between the FSB and the
reconstructed sheet 1 where the electrons travel along
same direction, the Stark quantum interference takes pl
even inside the FISDW phase. On the other hand, betw
the FSB and the sheet 2 where electrons travel along
opposite direction, the large closed hole orbits are formed
the MB and BR processes. Therefore, the two differ
mechanisms are involved to generate the oscillations in
resistance. Their periods coincide precisely since the
volved orbit areas are the same. The ROA in the ROx is the
combination of the Stark oscillations and the SdH osci
tions, while the oscillations in the ROz is due to the SdH
oscillations since the Stark effect does not exist in theRzz.

As the system is cooled further, the second SDW nes
takes place on the FSB at the T* , and electron and hole
pockets are also formed on the FSB @the left FS of Fig. 1~d!#.
When the magnetic field is large enough, two large MB
bits ~electron and hole orbits! are formed as depicted in Fig
1~d!. This electronic state at low temperatures belowT* is
similar to that in the HFS phase. The reconstructed FS g
the possibility of conventional SdH or dHvA effects comin
from the MB closed orbits. AtT* (;1.5 K), the type of os-
cillations change from the ROA to ROB , which has the same
frequency since the orbital area is the same in all three ca
The phase difference byp between two RO’s is not ye
understood.

B. The amplitude of the rapid oscillations

The progressive increase of the RO amplitude with
creasing field, as observed in Fig. 3, is because the tunne
probability across the SDW gaps increases with increas
field. The MB orbits which are shown in Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!
execute cyclic motion and generate SdH oscillations. T
SdH oscillation waveform contains higher order. The ch
acteristic field for the MB is assumed to be an increas
function of the SDW gap. Then the oscillation amplitude d
to the MB orbits is suppressed by increasing the SDW ga
temperature decrease. Since the SDW gap is involved in
MB orbital motion, the oscillation behavior is expected to
different from that of the conventional SdH oscillations. U
der a fixed field, as temperature decreases in the FIS
state, the amplitude of the RO’s are expected to h
maxima because of the growth of the SDW gap. This
consistent with the observations~See Fig. 4!. The RO even-
tually vanishes at lower T where the SDW gap ultimate
prevents RO. As we mentioned previously, while the cro
over between ROA and ROB is clearly seen at;1.5 K in the
ROz , the change in the ROx takes place continuously ove
wide temperature region aboutT* . We believe that the par
ticipation of the Stark effect in the ROx causes the differen
behavior of the RO’s from the ROz .

The amplitude of the ROA is much weaker in the ROx
than in the ROz , while the ROB is comparable for both re
sistances. Possibly, the mixture of the Stark and SdH os
lations in the ROx weaken the amplitude of the ROA . But in
e
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the ROz , only the SdH oscillations by the closed orbit give
strong oscillation. As temperature is lowered belowT* , the
Stark oscillations do not exist and the magnitudes of the RB
in both resistances become comparable. In the ROz , ampli-
tude of the ROA is larger than that of ROB , as shown in Fig.
4~a!. This is because the two SDW gaps are involved in
MB orbits in the ROB , while only one is involved in the
ROA . Therefore, the tunneling probability is reduced in t
ROB state where the oscillation becomes weaker.

C. New subphases in the FISDW phase in„TMTSF …2ClO4

Figure 7 presents temperature-field phase diagram of
system. Solid triangles indicate transitions of the cascad
the FISDW states in our measurements. The solid lines s
the phase boundary proposed by McKernanet al. Solid
squares in the diagram correspond to the sudden chang
the resistance in theRzz(T) or in theRzz(H) @Figs. 6~a! and
6~b!#. The extension of the 3.5 K phase boundary is mark
with a dotted line in the phase diagram. Solid and op
circles show theT* (H) in the Rzz and in theRxx , respec-
tively. We note that theT* in theRxx is ;0.5 K higher than
that in theRzz. Consistently, the crossing from ROB to ROA
in the ROx occurs at higher temperatures than in the ROz .
The difference of the crossover temperature can be expla
with the temperature dependence of the RO amplitud
Since the ROB (ROA) is stronger than the ROA (ROB) in the
ROx(ROz) as we had mentioned in Fig. 4, stronger oscil
tions (ROB for the ROx) can permeate into the region o
weaker oscillation and shift the crossover temperatu
Therefore, it is reasonable to draw the boundary betw
ROA and ROB phases.

FIG. 7. A new field-temperature phase diagram
(TMTSF)2ClO4 is established where theT* (H) ~open circles for
Rxx and solid circles forRzz) is a phase boundary for the ROA and
ROB . The solid squares indicate where the discontinuous chang
the resistance is observed in theRzz and the dotted line is an exten
sion of the low-field boundary of the McKernan’s 3.5 K HFS.
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V. SUMMARY

From a systematic study of longitudinal and transve
magnetoresistances in (TMTSF)2ClO4, we found that two
distinctly different quantum oscillations exist at differe
temperature regions in the FISDW phase. The different pr
erties between the ROA and the ROB , such as the tempera
ture and field dependences of the RO amplitudes as we
different phase byp and the temperature dependence of
resistance, imply the existence of the subphases in the m
FISDW phase. We suggest that the SDW transition ta
place separately at 5.5 K and atT* on each pair of the FS
The amplitude maxima of the RO’s at;1 and ;3 K are
explained by the temperature dependence of the SDW g
e

.

n

.

u,

Y.

s

e

p-

as
e
in
s

p.

In addition, we extend the McKernan’s 3.5 K pha
boundary to the lower side of the field as a result of t
sudden increase of theRzz at low temperatures as shown
Fig. 6. Our results conclude that the system has more t
two different subphases which are separated byT* (H)
within the FISDW phase of (TMTSF)2ClO4.
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